CORE CITYWIDE EXERCISE 2011 REGISTRATION FORM


I am a neighborhood group leader.

OR



I am an individual volunteer.

_____________________________________________________________
Group Name

_____________________________________________________________
Your Name

_____________________________________________________________
Neighborhood Incident Command Center Address (Group Address)

_____________________________________________________________
Email Address

_____________________________________________________________
Group Leader Name

_____________________________________________________________
Daytime Phone Number

_____________________________________________________________
Group Leader Email Address

_____________________________________________________________
Mailing Address

_____________________________________________________________
Group Leader Daytime Phone Number
_____________________________________________________________
Group Leader Mailing Address

 Yes, my group will participate in the CORE
Citywide Exercise on Saturday, April 30, 2011.
Please check any of the following that apply to your group:

 My group requests that CORE send an Exercise
Coach to assist our neighborhood on the day of
the Exercise. If an Exercise Coach is assigned,
we will work with him/her to determine if s/he will
act as a monitor providing overall guidance and
feedback, or in a specific leadership role within
our Neighborhood Incident Command Center.
 We request that CORE send one or more
Volunteer Victims to our neighborhood so we
can practice our Disaster First Aid skills on real
people. My group will activate a Neighborhood
Incident Command Center and a Disaster First
Aid Station during the Exercise.
 My group is willing to mentor a newer group by
allowing their members to participate in our
neighborhood’s exercise. I confirm our group has
activated our Neighborhood Incident Command
Center in at least two prior Citywide Exercises.
 My group would like to be mentored by a more
experienced CORE Group by participating in their
neighborhood’s exercise. I understand we will be
responsible for traveling to and from their
neighborhood on the day of the Exercise.

 Yes, I will participate in the CORE Citywide
Exercise on Saturday, April 30, 2011.
I
understand that I will be matched with a
neighborhood other than my own, and I will be
responsible for transportation to and from that
neighborhood on the day of the Exercise.
Please check one of the following:

 I will participate as an Exercise Coach. I will
provide guidance to a group on the day of the
exercise as a general monitor or in a specific
leadership role within the Neighborhood Incident
Command Center, according to the needs of the
group. I verify that I meet the requirement of being
a CORE graduate to participate as a Coach.
 I will participate as a Volunteer Victim. I will
arrive early on the morning of the exercise to get
into disaster makeup, and then act out the role of
an injured person during the exercise.
 I will participate as a Spontaneous Volunteer. I
will offer my assistance to a neighborhood group
during the simulated disaster, and the
neighborhood will be challenged to integrate me
and my skills into their operation.
 I will participate as an Embedded Team Member.
I will offer my assistance to a neighborhood group
during the simulated disaster, and participate in
the neighborhood’s planning process in the weeks
and months leading up to April 30, 2011. The
deadline to register as an Embedded Team
Member is Monday, February 28, 2011.

The deadline to register for the CORE Citywide Exercise is Friday, April 1, 2011.
For more information please visit www.oaklandcore.org, email core@oaklandnet.com or call 510-238-6351.

Please submit your completed form via fax to 510-238-7761 or via email to core@oaklandnet.com.

